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Abstract

The rapid spread of misinformation through social media platforms has raised concerns regarding its impact on
public opinion. While misinformation is prevalent in other languages, the majority of research in this field has
concentrated on the English language. Hence, there is a scarcity of datasets for other languages, including
Turkish. To address this concern, we have introduced the FCTR dataset, consisting of 3238 real-world claims. This
dataset spans multiple domains and incorporates evidence collected from three Turkish fact-checking organizations.
Additionally, we aim to assess the effectiveness of cross-lingual transfer learning for low-resource languages, with
a particular focus on Turkish. We demonstrate in-context learning (zero-shot and few-shot) performance of large
language models in this context. The experimental results indicate that the dataset has the potential to advance
research in the Turkish language.
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1. Introduction

Progresses in social networking and social media
have not only made information more accessible
but have also enabled the rapid spread of false
information on these platforms (Vosoughi et al.,
2018). As a result, disseminating fake stories has
emerged as a powerful instrument for manipulat-
ing public opinion, as observed during the 2016
US Presidential Election and the Brexit referen-
dum (Pogue, 2017; Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017).
Fake news can be described as media content that
contains false information with the intent to mis-
lead individuals (Shu et al., 2017; Zhou and Za-
farani, 2020). The goal of fake news detection is to
evaluate the correctness of statements within the
message content.

The traditional method of evaluating the correct-
ness of a claim involves seeking the expertise of
specialists who assess the claim by examining the
available evidence. For instance, organizations
like PolitiFact1 and Snopes2 rely on editors to vali-
date the correctness of statements. However, this
approach is both time-consuming and expensive.
To address this issue, automated methods for fact-
checking have emerged, intending to assess the
truthfulness of claims while reducing the need for
human intervention (Oshikawa et al., 2020).

Like many other problems in NLP, the vast ma-
jority of available fact-checking resources released

1https://www.politifact.com/
2https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/

are primarily in English (Guo et al., 2022). How-
ever, misinformation is not specific to content gen-
erated in English. Automated fact-checking sys-
tems are also needed for other languages, despite
having much lower amount of expert annotated
fact-checking data. Besides supervised data avail-
ability, the distribution of languages in pretrain-
ing data of state-of-the-art models also creates
a big imbalance between English and other lan-
guages. Since creating large, manually annotated
fact-checking data is a very expensive endeavor,
and finding the amount of unannotated data in lan-
guages other than English to (pre)train large lan-
guage models are impractical (if not impossible),
one promising solution is linguistic transfer: lever-
aging large datasets in English and cross-lingual
transfer learning methods to build fact-checking
systems for other, low-resource languages.

Cross-lingual learning has been studied in re-
lated problems such as hate speech detection
(Stappen et al., 2020), rumor detection (Lin et al.,
2023), abusive language detection (Glavaš et al.,
2020) and malicious activity detection on social
media (Haider et al., 2023). For fact-checking, Du
et al. (2021) proposed a model that jointly encodes
COVID-19-related Chinese and English texts. Ad-
ditionally, Raja et al. (2023) employed joint training
of English and Dravidian news articles and also ap-
plied zero-shot transfer learning by fine-tuning with
English data and testing on Dravidian data.

Our primary aim in this study to test the viabil-
ity of cross-lingual transfer learning approaches

https://www.politifact.com/
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/
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for fact-checking. We particularly focus on making
use of data in English for fact-checking in Turkish
for the cases of no or limited data availability. For
this purpose, we collect a fact-checking data set
for Turkish, and perform experiments with transfer
learning through fine-tuning large language mod-
els and utilizing machine translation. Besides an
assessment of the feasibility of transfer learning
approaches, our results also provide some prelim-
inary evidence for the type of information, knowl-
edge or style, used in automated fact-checking
models.

Our contributions can be summarized as:
• Releasing a Turkish fact-checking dataset ob-

tained by crawling three Turkish fact-checking
websites.3

• Assessing the efficiency of transfer learning
for low-resource languages, with a specific
emphasis on Turkish.

• Presenting experimental results, comparing
zero- and few-shot prompt learning and fine-
tuning on large language models and under-
scoring the need to utilize a small amount of
native data.

2. Related Work

Datasets. In recent years, numerous datasets
have emerged for fact-checking and they can be
categorized based on how claim statements are
obtained. Some studies that create claim state-
ments by extracting and manipulating content from
source documents such as Wikipedia articles can
be categorized as artificial claims (Thorne et al.,
2018; Jiang et al., 2020; Schuster et al., 2021; Aly
et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2023). These studies in-
volve human annotators who systematically gen-
erate meaningful claims.

On the other hand, another approach involves
collecting claims by crawling fact-checking web-
sites such as Politifact (Vlachos and Riedel, 2014;
Wang, 2017) that primarily focuses on political
claims and Snopes (Hanselowski et al., 2019)
that covers a broader range of topics. Addi-
tionally, some studies gather fact-checked claims
from the Web (Augenstein et al., 2019; Khan
et al., 2022), specifically targeting domains like
healthcare (Kotonya and Toni, 2020b; Sarrouti
et al., 2021), science (Wadden et al., 2020), e-
commerce (Zhang et al., 2020). Furthermore,
Su et al. (2023) introduced a hybrid dataset
that includes both human-annotated and language
model-generated claims.

Fact-checking datasets in languages other than
English, and multilingual datasets are limited in

3https://github.com/firatcekinel/FCTR

comparison to English. FakeCovid (Shahi and
Nandini, 2020) includes 5182 multilingual news
articles related to COVID-19. DANFEVER (Nør-
regaard and Derczynski, 2021), a Danish fact-
checking dataset, comprises 6407 claims gener-
ated systematically following the FEVER (Thorne
et al., 2018) approach. Similarly, CsFEVER (Ull-
rich et al., 2023) features 3097 claims in Czech
using a similar methodology. Additionally, CHEF
(Hu et al., 2022) contains 10K claims in Chinese.
Furthermore, CT-FCC-18 (Barrón-Cedeno et al.,
2018) contains political fact-checking claims in
both English and Arabic, focusing on the 2016
US Election Campaign debates. X-Fact (Gupta
and Srikumar, 2021) comprises 31189 short state-
ments from fact-checking websites across 25 lan-
guages. Lastly, Dravidian_Fake (Raja et al., 2023)
consists of 26K news articles in four Dravidian lan-
guages.

The majority of existing datasets have concen-
trated on textual content for fact-checking. Nev-
ertheless, some claims can benefit from the in-
tegration of various modalities, including images,
videos and audio. Resende et al. (2019) provides
video, image, audio and text content from What-
sApp chats to detect the dissemination of misin-
formation in Portuguese. Nakamura et al. (2020);
Luo et al. (2021); Abdelnabi et al. (2022); Yao et al.
(2023); Suryavardan et al. (2023) utilize both vi-
sual and textual information for fact-checking. Ad-
ditionally, MuMiN (Nielsen and McConville, 2022)
incorporates the social context in the X platform
(aka Twitter) and includes 12914 claims in 41 lan-
guages.

To the best of our knowledge, the only other fact-
checking dataset that includes Turkish is X-Fact
(Gupta and Srikumar, 2021) which includes claims
and evidence documents in 25 languages. Be-
sides the differences in size of the corpus, their
Turkish data diverges from ours in a number of
ways. Mainly, our focus in the corpus collection
is richer monolingual data, rather than a large cov-
erage of languages. The evidence documents in
X-fact are through web searches, rather than crawl-
ing directly from the fact-checking site. Although
there is some overlap in our sources, our data is
also more varied in terms of fact-checking sites
and topics of the claims. We also include short
summaries provided in justifications and additional
metadata. The summaries can be valuable for
explainability in fact-checking (Atanasova et al.,
2020a; Kotonya and Toni, 2020b; Stammbach
and Ash, 2020; Brand et al., 2022; Cekinel and
Karagoz, 2024). In addition, a semi-automated
method is applied to eliminate duplicate claims that
we crawled from different sources.

https://github.com/firatcekinel/FCTR
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Methods. Automated fact-checking has been
studied from data mining (Shu et al., 2017) and nat-
ural language processing (Oshikawa et al., 2020;
Guo et al., 2022; Vladika and Matthes, 2023) per-
spectives. The methods can be classified as
content-based and context-based.

Zhou and Zafarani (2020) further classify
content-based methods as knowledge-based (Pan
et al., 2018; Cui et al., 2020) and style-based
(Zhou et al., 2020; Pérez-Rosas et al., 2018; Jin
et al., 2016; Jwa et al., 2019). Both approaches
utilize news content to verify the veracity of a state-
ment. While knowledge-based models assess
statements by referencing their knowledge base,
style-based methods typically prioritize assessing
the lexical, syntactic and semantic attributes dur-
ing verification.

Similarly, the authors categorized context-based
methods as propagation-based (Hartmann et al.,
2019; Zhou and Zafarani, 2019) and source-based
(Sitaula et al., 2020). Both methods aim to capture
social context to uncover the spread of informa-
tion. While propagation-based models leverage
interactions among users on social media by en-
hancing the interaction network with additional de-
tails like spreaders and publishers, source-based
approaches rely on the credibility of sources which
can also be employed to identify bot accounts on
social media.

Kotonya and Toni (2020a) conducted a survey
of the explainable fact-checking literature and clas-
sified the studies based on explanation genera-
tion approaches.These methods include exploiting
neural network artifacts (Popat et al., 2017, 2018;
Shu et al., 2019; Lu and Li, 2020; Silva et al.,
2021), rule-based approaches (Szczepański et al.,
2021; Gad-Elrab et al., 2019; Ahmadi et al., 2020),
summary generation (Atanasova et al., 2020a;
Kotonya and Toni, 2020b; Stammbach and Ash,
2020; Brand et al., 2022; Cekinel and Karagoz,
2024), adversarial text generation (Thorne et al.,
2019; Atanasova et al., 2020b; Dai et al., 2022),
causal inference (Cheng et al., 2021; Zhang et al.,
2022; Li et al., 2023; Xu et al., 2023), neurosym-
bolic reasoning (Pan et al., 2023; Wang and Shu,
2023) and question-answering (Ousidhoum et al.,
2022; Yang et al., 2022).

Transfer learning approaches are relatively rare
for fact-checking. One approach in this field fo-
cuses on claim matching, aiming to link a claim
in one language with its fact-checked counterpart
in another language (Kazemi et al., 2021, 2022).
Another approach focuses on out-of-domain gen-
eralization, involving the training of multilingual lan-
guage models in a cross-lingual context (Gupta
and Srikumar, 2021). Besides, cross-lingual evi-
dence retrievers can be employed to retrieve evi-
dence documents in any language corresponding

to a claim made in a different language, thereby
enhancing the cross-lingual fact-checking capabil-
ities (Huang et al., 2022).

3. Data

Fact-checking datasets in both Turkish and En-
glish, are released by crawling Turkish fact-
checking organizations and Snopes for English
content. The significant similarity between the
fact-checking domains of the Turkish websites and
Snopes presents a valuable opportunity for trans-
fer learning. In this study, various experiments
are conducted to evaluate the necessity of col-
lecting datasets in low-resource languages versus
the effectiveness of transfer learning for these lan-
guages. Furthermore, we also conducted topic
modeling to explore the latent topics within the
datasets in Appendix A and examined the poten-
tial content-based discrepancies between true and
fake claims in Appendix B.

3.1. Dataset for Fact-Checking in
Turkish (FCTR)

We crawled 6787 claims from the three Turkish
fact-checking websites: Teyit, Dogrulukpayi and
Dogrula.4 All are listed as fact-checking organiza-
tions on the Duke Reporters’ Lab.5 Dogrulukpayi
and Teyit are also members of the International
Fact-Checking Network (IFCN) which is a global
community of fact-checkers. Our data collection
process involved extracting claim statements, the
corresponding evidence presented by the editorial
teams, summaries providing justifications which
are also written by the editors, veracity labels, web-
site URLs and the publication dates of the URLs.

Claims retrieved from Teyit are summarized
using the ‘findings’ section, which provides an
overview of the evidence statements. Likewise,
when it comes to claims sourced from Dogrula, the
summary is derived from the final paragraph within
the ‘evidences’ section, encapsulating the key find-
ings. In the case of claims obtained from Dogruluk-
payi, the dataset includes a dedicated paragraph
following the rating section that encapsulates both
the claim and the supporting evidence. This para-
graph serves as the summary of these claims.
Moreover, unique IDs were assigned to each claim
in the dataset.

Claims were also marked as multi-modal if they
contained keywords such as ‘video’, ‘photo’ and
‘image’ etc. This classification was made because

4https://teyit.org/analiz,
https://www.dogrulukpayi.com,
https://www.dogrula.org/dogrulamalar

5https://reporterslab.org/fact-
checking/

https://teyit.org/analiz
https://www.dogrulukpayi.com
https://www.dogrula.org/dogrulamalar
https://reporterslab.org/fact-checking/
https://reporterslab.org/fact-checking/
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Figure 1: A fact-checked claim with multi-modal
components 7

we recognize that claims featuring such terms re-
quire verification not only of their textual content
but also of any associated visual or video elements.
For example, consider the fact-checked claim pre-
sented in Figure 1, which includes an image. In
this claim, it was stated that the video shared on
social media shows the moments when protesters
in France set fire to the Alcazar Library in Marseille
during the recent protests. The reviewer who gath-
ered supporting information noted that ‘According
to inverse visual search results, the video is not
from Marseille; it’s from the Philippines. The build-
ing that caught fire is the Manila Central Post Of-
fice.’ As a result, in order to verify such claims
every aspect of evidences should be processed.
Since our focus in this study is linguistic aspects of
fact-checking, we do not make use of claims that
require multimodal processing.

Last but not least, since the claims were col-
lected from three distinct sources, we reviewed
the claims to identify candidate duplicate claims.
To accomplish this, the BERTScore metric (Zhang
et al., 2019) was employed that calculates a
similarity score by analyzing the contextual em-
beddings of individual tokens within claim state-
ments. We set the similarity threshold to 0.85
and execute the metric three times in data source
pairs. Subsequently, a manual verification pro-
cess was conducted to confirm whether the out-
puts from BERTScore indeed corresponded to du-
plicate claims.

After the preprocessing step, the dataset con-
tains 3238 claims dating from July 23, 2016 to July
11, 2023. The value counts for each label are pre-
sented in Table 1. Furthermore, 742 claims of the
final dataset were sourced from Dogrulukpayi, 525
claims were retrieved from Dogrula and 1971 fact-
checked claims were gathered from Teyit.

7https://teyit.org/analiz/videodaki-
yanginin-marsilyadaki-kutuphaneden-
oldugu-iddiasi

Label Sources Counts

false Dogrula, Teyit, Dogrulukpayi 2780
true Dogrula, Teyit, Dogrulukpayi 203

mixed Teyit 109
partially false Dogrulukpayi 72
unproven Teyit 37
half true Dogrula 17
mostly false Dogrula 14
mostly true Dogrula 6

Table 1: Veracity label counts in the FCTR dataset
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Figure 2: Number of claims by year in FCTR and
Snopes datasets

3.2. Snopes Dataset
Snopes is an independent organization committed
to fact-checking in English. They employ human
reviewers who collect information about claims
and write detailed explanations as justifications. It
covers a broad range of topics, including politics,
health, science, popular culture, etc. We collected
claims along with their metadata including the jus-
tifications written by human annotators, veracity
labels, website URLs and publication dates. We
collected 6402 claims ranging from November 24,
1996 to August 17, 2023 and the label distribution
is shown in Table 2. Even though Snopes cov-
ers a significantly wider date range than the FCTR,
the majority of claims are verified within the period
from 2015 to 2023 as illustrated in Figure 2.

To the best of our knowledge, Snopes corpus
was also crawled by Hanselowski et al. (2019);
Augenstein et al. (2019). The reason why we re-
collected the Snopes claims is that the previous
corpus were released in 2019 but our FCTR cor-
pus is up-to-date. Since we aim to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of cross-lingual transfer learning and
considering the potential overlap in fact-checking

9‘other’ encompasses the following labels: scam, out-
dated, misattributed, originated as satire, legend, re-
search in progress, fake, recall, unfounded, legit

https://teyit.org/analiz/videodaki-yanginin-marsilyadaki-kutuphaneden-oldugu-iddiasi
https://teyit.org/analiz/videodaki-yanginin-marsilyadaki-kutuphaneden-oldugu-iddiasi
https://teyit.org/analiz/videodaki-yanginin-marsilyadaki-kutuphaneden-oldugu-iddiasi
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Veracity Labels Counts

false 2270
true 1467
mixture 588
miscaptioned 375
unproven 284
labeled satire 283
correct attribution 247
mostly false 237
mostly true 198
other 453

Table 2: Veracity label counts in the Snopes
dataset9

similar claims across both languages, we gathered
the recent fact-checked claims in both English and
Turkish.

4. Method

Model. In this study, we fine-tuned the LLaMA-2
(Touvron et al., 2023) model for the veracity pre-
diction task. Llama-2 is an open-source, auto-
regressive transformer-based language model
that was released by the Meta AI team. It has three
variants, with parameter sizes of 7 billion, 13 bil-
lion, and 70 billion. Our main rationale for utilizing
Llama-2 is that it has a very large and almost up-
to-date knowledge base. To be more specific, the
pretraining data includes information up to Septem-
ber 2022, while the fine-tuning data is up to June
2023.
State-of-the-art language models comprise bil-
lions of parameters, demanding large GPU mem-
ory resources during fine-tuning for downstream
tasks. Additionally, the deployment of such
models in real-time applications has become in-
creasingly impractical. Therefore, we adopted
parameter-efficient fine-tuning and quantization
to make the Llama-2 model fit within our GPU
memory constraints without sacrificing informa-
tion. First, LoRA (Hu et al., 2021) introduces a
small number of additional parameters and up-
dates their weights while keeping the original pa-
rameters frozen. Similarly, QLora (Dettmers et al.,
2023) employs quantization to the frozen parame-
ters to increase memory efficiency without a signif-
icant trade-off.

Instruction Prompting. Instruction tuning is a
method that involves additional training of lan-
guage models using template instruction-output
pairs. It is shown that instruction tuning signifi-
cantly improves the performance of large language
models across a range of tasks (Zhang et al.,
2023). This is because feeding such tuples to de-
scribe the task, allows it to better grasp the domain

in question. Additionally, prompting was shown to
be an effective way to describe models’ reasoning
steps by enabling the generation of coherent rea-
soning chains leading to the desired output (Wei
et al., 2022).

Zero-shot prompting is a method of instructing
a language model to generate predictions based
on a provided prompt template, without the need
for specific examples. During this decision-making
process, language models can utilize both the
knowledge that they acquired during pretraining
and the template prompt. Zero-shot prompting
proves particularly useful when you have fine-
tuned a language model for a related task but lack
labeled data for the specific task at hand. On
the other hand, providing one or more examples
from the intended task as prompts is referred to
as few-shot prompting. By presenting these sam-
ples within the prompt, the model gains a better un-
derstanding of the desired output and its structure.
Therefore, it often leads to superior performance
compared to zero-shot prompting.

5. Experiments and Results

This section assesses the efficacy of transfer learn-
ing in the context of low-resource languages with
a specific focus on Turkish. Note that only the best
results achieved during the validation experiments
for each model are presented.

5.1. Setup
The experiments were performed on two distinct
datasets: Snopes and FCTR. Given the highly
imbalanced nature of the Turkish fact-checking
dataset, we conducted experiments on two vari-
ants of FCTR, namely FCTR500 and FCTR1000.
In the FCTR500 dataset, all true claims along
with 297 randomly sampled false claims were in-
cluded. Conversely, in the FCTR1000 dataset,
797 false claims were randomly sampled and com-
bined with 203 true claims. FCTR500 represents
a balanced dataset, while FCTR1000 serves as
its imbalanced counterpart. Other labels were
excluded because of their relatively low instance
count and the varying labeling conventions within
fact-checking communities for ambiguous cases
such as partially true and unproven claims. Simi-
larly, when evaluating the language models on the
Snopes dataset, we focused specifically on true
and false instances. In both datasets, we randomly
select 80% of the data for training, 10% for valida-
tion, and 10% for testing.

The SVM model (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995)
and the multilingual BERT (mBERT) model (De-
vlin et al., 2019) were both trained on the same
datasets with identical train-dev-test partitions as
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### Instruction: Is the following statement "true" or "false"?
### Input:
A series of photographs show the skeletal remains of the biblical giant Goliath.
### Response:
false

Figure 3: Prompt template

a baseline. For the SVM model, we used sparse
word and n-gram features weighted by tf-idf. The
training instances are weighted with inverse class
frequency to counteract the class imbalance, par-
ticularly in the case of FCTR100 trials. Similarly,
we modified the cross-entropy loss function for the
mBERT model. This adaptation took into account
the inverse class ratios, causing the models to as-
sign a higher penalty to the errors on the minority
class compared to the majority class.

Prompt engineering played a critical role in the
experiments. Various prompt formats were eval-
uated and the best results were achieved using
the Alpaca prompt template (Taori et al., 2023),
which is provided in Figure 3. The LLaMA-2 im-
plementations in the Huggingface’s transformers li-
brary10 were utilized language models in our trans-
fer learning experiments. Although the LLaMA-2
language model was primarily pretrained on En-
glish data, we confirmed its proficiency in Turkish
as well. Since it was pretrained on relatively recent
data, we preferred LLaMA-2 in our experiments.

In the experiments, we used the SFTTrainer
(from trl library) to fine-tune our models. While
fine-tuning the LLMs cross entropy loss and Adam
optimizer (paged_adamw_32bit) with linear sched-
uler were employed. Additionally, we used a half-
precision floating point format (fp16) to accelerate
computations. Moreover, we applied parameter-
efficient fine-tuning utilizing the QLoRA (Dettmers
et al., 2023) method to fit the language models to
Nvidia Quadro RTX 5000 and Nvidia RTX A6000
GPUs. The configuration included setting the di-
mension of the low-rank matrices (r) to 16, estab-
lishing the scaling factor for the weight matrices
(lora_alpha) at 64, and specifying a dropout prob-
ability of 0.1 for the LoRA layers (lora_dropout).

5.2. Evaluation
In its prototypical use, fact-checking is very simi-
lar to many retrieval problems. We would like to
identify a few non-factual texts (e.g., fake news)
among (presumably) many factual documents (le-
gitimate news). As a result, binary precision, re-
call and F1 scores considering non-factual texts
as positive instances is a natural choice for eval-
uation. However, the datasets at hand provide an
interesting challenge for evaluating fact-checking

10https://huggingface.co/meta-llama

Input Model F1-macro F1-binary

claim 10-fold SVM 0.651 0.709
claim SVM 0.695 0.763
claim mBERT 0.705 0.802
claim LLaMA-7B 0.766 0.838
claim LLaMA-13B 0.814 0.866
claim LLaMA-70B 0.826 0.890

Table 3: Veracity prediction on the Snopes data

models. Since both classes are obtained from fact-
checking organizations, most claims they care to
consider are not factual.11 Hence, the data sets at
hand show a reverse class-imbalance compared
to what we expect to observe in real use of such
systems. As a result, for all experiments reported
in this paper, we report F1-macro and F1-binary
scores with respect to the ‘false’ class. The hyper-
parameter sweeps are performed to optimize the
F1-macro score.

5.3. Results

Snopes Results. First of all, we conducted fine-
tuning of the LLaMA and baseline models using
the Snopes dataset. In all trials, input consisted
solely of claim statements, without the inclusion
of any supporting evidence. The results are sum-
marized in Table 3. According to the results, the
LLaMA-2 model with 70 billion parameters exhib-
ited the best performance compared to other mod-
els. Since no supporting evidence was provided,
the models were expected to rely on stylistic fea-
tures for their predictions. It is noteworthy that
the SVM models learned purely from stylistic fea-
tures. Nevertheless, a substantial performance
gap exists between the SVM and the LLaMA-2
models. This margin could be attributed to the
pretrained knowledge embedded in LLaMA-2 mod-
els. Moreover, the larger LLaMA-2 models outper-
formed LLaMA-7B, suggesting that LLaMA-13B
and LLaMA-70B leverage their knowledge better
than their smaller variant.

11Obtaining claims by other means may be a possible
way to restore the class balance. However, such an ap-
proach also risks introducing spurious correlations with
the veracity label (e.g., topic, style due to collection pro-
cedure).

https://huggingface.co/meta-llama
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Input Model F1-macro F1-binary

claim 10-fold SVM 0.682 0.610
claim SVM 0.714 0.709
claim mBERT 0.653 0.750
claim LLaMA-7B 0.632 0.765
claim LLaMA-13B 0.635 0.679
claim LLaMA-70B 0.649 0.783

+summary mBERT 0.752 0.861
+summary LLaMA-13B 0.890 0.923

Table 4: Fine tuning on the FCTR500 data

Input Model F1-macro F1-binary

claim SVM 0.671 0.842
claim mBERT 0.518 0.797
claim LLaMA-7B 0.561 0.864
claim LLaMA-13B 0.642 0.839

+summary mBERT 0.729 0.902
+summary LLaMA-13B 0.828 0.947

Table 5: Fine tuning on the FCTR1000 data

FCTR Results. Table 4 and Table 5 present
the fine-tuning results on the FCTR500 and
FCTR1000 datasets respectively. According to the
findings, when using only the claim statement as
input, the SVM model which bases its predictions
solely on stylistic features achieved the highest
F1-macro score on the FCTR500 and FCTR1000
datasets. While evaluating with claim statements
only, on FCTR1000 dataset, we fine-tuned the
LLaMA models on the Snopes dataset for two
epochs initially and continued fine-tuning on the
FCTR1000 dataset for one epoch to achieve the
best results. Besides, the class weights of the
cross entropy loss function of the multilingual
BERT model were adjusted according to the class
proportions inversely to get the best result.

Furthermore, when both the claim statement
and the summary (which summarizes the evi-
dence provided by crowd workers) were given as
input, the LLaMA-13B model reached a superior
0.89 and 0.828 F1-macro scores on FCTR500
and FCTR1000 datasets respectively and 0.923
and 0.947 F1-binary scores respectively. These
scores were substantially higher compared to train-
ing the model with claims alone. The reason why
we incorporated summaries as input was to exam-
ine whether this additional information improves
the models’ capabilities. Notably, the LLaMA mod-
els have limited proficiency in Turkish and we ob-
served poor performance when solely presented
with claim statements.

Assessing the Impact of Number of Training
Instances. In this experiment, we examined the
influence of varying training data quantities on

Model Input F1-macro F1-binary

LLaMA-7B 50 claims 0.566 0.644
LLaMA-7B 100 claims 0.570 0.716
LLaMA-7B 200 claims 0.576 0.677
LLaMA-7B 300 claims 0.649 0.783
LLaMA-7B 400 claims 0.632 0.765

Table 6: Impact of number of inputs on the
FCTR500 data

model performance. We maintained consistency
by utilizing the identical test set employed in the
previous experiment given in Table 4. Table 6 illus-
trates the consequences of manipulating the quan-
tity of training data when employing the LLaMA-7B
model. According to the results, as the number of
training instances increases, the F1-macro score
exhibits gradual improvement. However, when
we employed 300 and 400 training instances, the
model’s performance remained almost constant,
with both cases yielding remarkably similar results
with only a single instance having a label change
in the negative direction. This observation sug-
gests that beyond a certain threshold, additional
training instances may not provide substantial per-
formance gains, highlighting the presence of a sat-
uration point in the learning curve.

5.4. Cross-Lingual Transfer Learning
Zero-shot learning and few-shot learning can be
achieved by providing prompts to large language
models. In the zero-shot setting, no specific in-
stances are provided for the given task. Instead,
the model makes predictions based solely on the
provided instructional prompts and input state-
ments. In contrast, in the K-shot setting, K in-
stances for each class along with their labels are in-
cluded in the input prompt. This approach enables
the model to gain a better understanding of the
task’s intention and the desired answer format. We
evaluated the effectiveness of transfer learning on
two distinct datasets: FCTR500, which is more bal-
anced, and FCTR1000, which is imbalanced. Note
that in the experiments, we employed the models
that were fine-tuned on the Snopes dataset with
the corresponding results provided in Table 3.

Moreover, we conducted transfer learning exper-
iments by repeating few-shot settings five times
and reported the average scores along with the
standard errors. According to Table 7 and Table 8,
few-shot learning appears to be beneficial for the
LLaMA variants. In other words, providing sample
instances within prompts slightly enhanced their
performance. However, fine-tuning LLaMA lan-
guage models with Turkish data resulted in a sub-
stantial improvement in the F1-macro score. For
instance, on the FCTR1000 dataset, while few-
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Input Model F1-macro F1-binary

zero shot mBERT 0.550 0.667

zero shot LLaMA-7B 0.488 ∓ 0.026 0.577 ∓ 0.027
1-shot LLaMA-7B 0.536 ∓ 0.006 0.742 ∓ 0.009
2-shot LLaMA-7B 0.545 ∓ 0.035 0.632 ∓ 0.045
3-shot LLaMA-7B 0.577 ∓ 0.011 0.642 ∓ 0.029
4-shot LLaMA-7B 0.538 ∓ 0.021 0.609 ∓ 0.024
5-shot LLaMA-7B 0.533 ∓ 0.021 0.647 ∓ 0.022

zero shot LLaMA-13B 0.498 ∓ 0.014 0.699 ∓ 0.006
1-shot LLaMA-13B 0.489 ∓ 0.026 0.683 ∓ 0.023
2-shot LLaMA-13B 0.530 ∓ 0.028 0.689 ∓ 0.019
3-shot LLaMA-13B 0.482 ∓ 0.022 0.670 ∓ 0.028
4-shot LLaMA-13B 0.529 ∓ 0.036 0.638 ∓ 0.028
5-shot LLaMA-13B 0.514 ∓ 0.013 0.632 ∓ 0.007

zero shot LLaMA-70B 0.527 ∓ 0.042 0.773 ∓ 0.016
1-shot LLaMA-70B 0.507 ∓ 0.036 0.766 ∓ 0.018
2-shot LLaMA-70B 0.539 ∓ 0.021 0.754 ∓ 0.013
3-shot LLaMA-70B 0.492 ∓ 0.030 0.692 ∓ 0.023
4-shot LLaMA-70B 0.542 ∓ 0.021 0.709 ∓ 0.014
5-shot LLaMA-70B 0.585 ∓ 0.017 0.709 ∓ 0.023

Table 7: Transfer learning on the FCTR500 data

Input Model F1-macro F1-binary

zero shot mBERT 0.529 0.736

zero shot LLaMA-7B 0.479 ∓ 0.019 0.647 ∓ 0.018
1-shot LLaMA-7B 0.501 ∓ 0.017 0.857 ∓ 0.013
2-shot LLaMA-7B 0.518 ∓ 0.010 0.706 ∓ 0.006
3-shot LLaMA-7B 0.501 ∓ 0.010 0.691 ∓ 0.024
4-shot LLaMA-7B 0.512 ∓ 0.023 0.694 ∓ 0.024
5-shot LLaMA-7B 0.502 ∓ 0.030 0.690 ∓ 0.048

zero shot LLaMA-13B 0.502 ∓ 0.011 0.803 ∓ 0.006
1-shot LLaMA-13B 0.550 ∓ 0.016 0.811 ∓ 0.014
2-shot LLaMA-13B 0.539 ∓ 0.033 0.788 ∓ 0.020
3-shot LLaMA-13B 0.533 ∓ 0.017 0.763 ∓ 0.016
4-shot LLaMA-13B 0.537 ∓ 0.010 0.758 ∓ 0.010
5-shot LLaMA-13B 0.533 ∓ 0.029 0.737 ∓ 0.021

zero shot LLaMA-70B 0.521 ∓ 0.018 0.865 ∓ 0.002
1-shot LLaMA-70B 0.528 ∓ 0.011 0.858 ∓ 0.011
2-shot LLaMA-70B 0.560 ∓ 0.033 0.841 ∓ 0.012
3-shot LLaMA-70B 0.536 ∓ 0.023 0.806 ∓ 0.018
4-shot LLaMA-70B 0.520 ∓ 0.019 0.808 ∓ 0.016
5-shot LLaMA-70B 0.521 ∓ 0.018 0.778 ∓ 0.015

Table 8: Transfer learning on the FCTR1000 data

shot learning achieved the highest F1-macro score
of 0.560 (in Table 8), fine-tuning with Turkish data
boosted all LLaMA variants to F1-macro score of
0.642 (in Table 5).

5.5. Neural Machine Translation

Neural machine translation is an approach that
employs deep learning models to translate a text
from a source language to a target language
(Ranathunga et al., 2023). The transformer-based
generative large language models are pretrained
massively in English. Therefore, their perfor-
mance in other languages may not be equally im-
pressive. To tackle this challenge, we conducted
translations of the Turkish fact-checking dataset

Dataset Model F1-macro F1-binary

fctr500 mBERT 0.561 0.789
fctr500 LLaMA-7B 0.576 ∓ 0.014 0.782 ∓ 0.007
fctr500 LLaMA-13B 0.567 ∓ 0.018 0.739 ∓ 0.013
fctr500 LLaMA-70B 0.571 ∓ 0.015 0.771 ∓ 0.007

fctr1000 mBERT 0.485 0.840
fctr1000 LLaMA-7B 0.524 ∓ 0.011 0.847 ∓ 0.003
fctr1000 LLaMA-13B 0.573 ∓ 0.013 0.879 ∓ 0.004
fctr1000 LLaMA-70B 0.581 ∓ 0.012 0.883 ∓ 0.003

Table 9: Turkish to English machine translation re-
sults

into English utilizing the ChatGPT API. Table 9
presents the veracity detection results on the trans-
lated data. Note that we employed the models fine-
tuned on the Snopes dataset.

The results suggest that employing translated
claims led to higher success rates for LLaMA mod-
els compared to the few-shot prompting approach.
However, the success rate of mBERT was not pos-
itively influenced by translation. This phenomenon
may be attributed to the differences in pretraining
data between LLaMA models and mBERT. To be
more specific, the LLaMA models were massively
trained on English corpora, while the pretrained
data for mBERT might exhibit a more uniform lan-
guage distribution.

Additionally, we annotated the test set of
FCTR500 data based on claim statements, mark-
ing them as either ”local” or ”global”. Claims that
specifically related to Turkiye were marked as ”lo-
cal” claims, while claims with broader implications
were labeled as ”global”. This categorization was
done to assess the impact of the LLaMA model’s
pretrained knowledge on the claim category. We
expected that the model would perform better on
global claims, given the possibility that it might
have pretrained information related to such claims
from the web. The results indicate that using the
LLaMA-13B model, the average F1-macro for lo-
cal claims was 0.520 ∓ 0.036 while the average
F1-macro score for global claims was 0.582 ∓
0.056. However, using the LLaMA-7B model, we
obtained the average F1-macro scores of 0.567
∓ 0.017 for local claims and 0.541 ∓ 0.015 for
global claims. The results imply that the higher
F1-macro score for global claims with the larger
LLaMA model may be attributed to its pretraining
knowledge that should be addressed in further re-
search.

Furthermore, we employed Opus-MT’s (Tiede-
mann and Thottingal, 2020) opus-mt-tc-big-en-tr
model to translate the Snopes dataset into Turkish
and subsequently fine-tuned the language mod-
els using the translated Snopes’ claims. This ex-
periment was conducted to examine the impact of
translating an English dataset into a low-resource
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Dataset Model F1-macro F1-binary

fctr500 mBERT 0.532 0.757
fctr500 LLaMA-7B 0.523 ∓ 0.019 0.630 ∓ 0.023
fctr500 LLaMA-13B 0.544 ∓ 0.018 0.708 ∓ 0.006
fctr500 LLaMA-70B 0.553 ∓ 0.025 0.725 ∓ 0.022

fctr1000 mBERT 0.474 0.826
fctr1000 LLaMA-7B 0.481 ∓ 0.023 0.705 ∓ 0.020
fctr1000 LLaMA-13B 0.552 ∓ 0.044 0.800 ∓ 0.024
fctr1000 LLaMA-70B 0.556 ∓ 0.018 0.832 ∓ 0.011

Table 10: English to Turkish machine translation
results

language, specifically Turkish, on model perfor-
mance. The fine-tuned models were then evalu-
ated on the test splits of FCTR500 and FCTR100
to maintain consistency with the other experi-
ments. According to Table 10, the F1-macro
scores slightly decreased compared to the results
presented in Table 9 when translating to a low-
resource language.

Fine-tuning on translated data involves certain
considerations. To be more specific, despite the
state-of-the-art machine translation models accu-
rately translating content, it might not be always
feasible to maintain all context after translation.
Additionally, since the current language models
have a better understanding of English, it is an
expected outcome that they would exhibit better
performance on data translated from Turkish to En-
glish. Likewise, the results suggested that collect-
ing native data for low-resource languages (Turk-
ish for this case) is still required to ensure the de-
velopment of successful models.

6. Discussion

The main objective of this study is to test the pos-
sibility and the extent of making use of a large
amount of fact-checking data and large language
models that were heavily pretrained in English for
fact-checking in other languages with much less la-
beled data, and much smaller pretraining data for
large language models. We focus on Turkish as a
low-resource language for this task. Although fo-
cusing on a single familiar language allows us to
curate a better fact-checking corpus, and perform
more meaningful error analysis, our approach is
applicable to many languages. Results are likely
to differ based on typological similarity of the lan-
guages in question, as well other factors like ge-
ographical proximity and cultural similarity of the
communities that speak the language.

Our experiments demonstrate some small gains
from the high-resource language in zero-shot and
few-shot settings, where few-shot learning shows
slight improvement over zero-shot. The results in
Table 7 and Table 8 shows a small but consistent
increase in F1-macro scores when a few examples

are included. The benefit of more few-shot exam-
ples is unclear, however. The same is true for mak-
ing use of machine translation from low-resource
language to high-resource language. The test in-
stances translated to English labeled by the mod-
els trained on English data clearly better than an
uninformed system. Even a small amount of train-
ing data provides better results than zero- or few-
shot approaches.

Another interesting outcome of our results is the
success of small models that rely only on surface
cues on the FCTR data. There are no obvious
latent variables (e.g., authors, source websites)
that can identify the veracity label of short claim
texts. This means some relevant information is
available on the surface features. However, the
large language models surpass the simple ones
on English with a large margin (see Table 3). This
may indicate both the help of the linguistic and
perhaps factual information brought by these mod-
els.12 However, most probably the comparatively
smaller Turkish data during pretraining is possibly
a factor in low scores of LLaMA with fine-tuning
with Turkish (Tables 4 and 5).

In the majority of the experiments, only the claim
statements were employed as input, since this is
a more realistic scenario as individuals typically
seek to assess the truthfulness of a claim be-
fore spending time gathering additional informa-
tion. We also include evidence statements as in-
put in some experiments, which show a clear ben-
efit in providing additional information. However,
evidence retrieval is also a challenging problem in
fact-checking (which falls beyond the scope of this
study). A further problem with providing evidence
may be discouraging the model from leveraging its
pretrained knowledge while making decisions.

7. Conclusion

We present a novel Turkish fact-checking dataset
that is collected from three fact-checking re-
sources. It includes 3238 claims with additional
metadata from the same resources including ev-
idence and summary of the justifications. The
experiments revealed that fine-tuning a large lan-
guage model on the Turkish dataset yields supe-
rior results compared to the zero-shot and few-
shot approaches, highlighting the importance of
employing datasets for languages with limited re-
sources.

12A potential problem here is these models may have
the full fact-checking report for the test instances, includ-
ing the clearly stated verdict in their pretraining data.
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8. Ethical Considerations and
Limitations

First, we did not process the collected data to en-
sure anonymization. The dataset encompasses
fact-checked claims about public figures including
politicians and artists. If any individual mentioned
in a claim requests their removal, we can eliminate
the associated claims.

Secondly, the data acquisition process adhered
to the regulations of the Turkish text and data min-
ing policy. This policy underlies that the datasets
can be used exclusively for research purposes.

Lastly, the Snopes dataset was collected in ac-
cordance with the Terms of Use set by Snopes.
Therefore, anyone interested in accessing the
Snopes dataset must send a request that includes
a commitment to use the dataset only for non-
commercial purposes.
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A. Topic Modeling

Dataset Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6

FCTR500-train 39 64 105 49 116 27
FCTR500-val 8 10 10 9 9 4
FCTR500-test 6 9 7 9 15 4

FCTR1000-train 73 132 174 130 237 54
FCTR1000-val 9 16 20 18 29 8
FCTR1000-test 12 11 19 21 35 2

FCTR 293 472 524 600 927 167

Table 11: Topic distribution in the FCTR dataset

Dataset Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7

Snopes-train 206 1063 386 260 553 327 193
Snopes-val 26 125 52 27 73 48 23
Snopes-test 25 124 43 29 75 50 27

Table 12: Topic distribution in the Snopes dataset

Topics Representative Words (transl.)

Topic1 claim, news, person, sharing, information,
account, share, be, child, use

Topic2 photograph, image, account, sharing, share, claim,
video, name, view, use

Topic3 country, Turkiye, year, history, claim,
data, take, be, state, Turkic

Topic4 vaccine, be, virus, claim, work,
human, disease, research, person, impact

Topic5 video, claim, news, be, statement,
sharing, name, history, eat, talk

Topic6 use, product, breeding, water, electricity,
plane, production, year, logo, claim

Table 13: Representative words in FCTR dataset

Topics Representative Words

Topic1 animal, water, world, report, military,
human, fire, Russian, area, Russia

Topic2 say, people, year, man, know, take,
make, time, go, get

Topic3 image, photograph, show, video, picture,
take, create, appear, film, real

Topic4 Trump, president, Obama, White House, former,
Clinton, President Donald, tweet, Donald Trump, say

Topic5 post, article, news, Facebook, claim,
story, publish, report, page, com

Topic6 state, law, government, report, vote,
bill, United States, federal, election, claim

Topic7 covid, vaccine, health, study, drug,
medical, cause, disease, use, patient

Table 14: Representative words in Snopes dataset

Topic modeling is a method for discovering ab-
stract topics in a collection of documents. Latent
topics indicate the patterns in the data that can be
inferred by the relationships between words that
occur in the documents. The output of a topic mod-
eling is a set of abstract topics that are represented
by a list of the most representative words in the
topic. In our analysis, Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) topic modeling is applied
to the Snopes and FCTR datasets to explore the
latent patterns using the coherence metric. The
coherence score can be used to evaluate the se-
mantic similarity between the words in a topic.

The topic distributions for each data split are
given in Table 11 and Table 12 respectively. Even
though we did not split the datasets according to
the topic ratios, the most dominant and the least
frequent topics were preserved in all data splits.
For instance, in the FCTR dataset, The fifth topic
is the most frequent topic in all subsets except
FCTR500-val in which the given topic is not the
most dominant topic by a small margin. Addition-
ally, the sixth topic is the least frequent topic in all
splits.

We utilized lemmatization, employing the Spacy
library for English 13 and the Zeyrek library for Turk-

13https://spacy.io/models/en

https://spacy.io/models/en
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Subset Feature name Adjusted p-value

FCTR500 allcaps 0.023
FCTR500 avg_wordlen 0.018
FCTR500 coleman_liau_index 0.018
FCTR500 lix 0.032

FCTR1000 NNP 0.049
FCTR1000 avg_wordlen 0.048
FCTR1000 coleman_liau_index 0.045
FCTR1000 lix 0.048

Table 15: Statistically significantly different NELA
features

ish 14. Table 13 and Table 14 display the most rep-
resentative words for each topic. The coherence
score for the Turkish dataset within these topics
was 0.388, and the perplexity score was -7.699.
The average entropy value per document was
calculated as 1.50, suggesting a moderate topic
distribution level. Similarly, the Snopes dataset
achieved a coherence score of 0.450 and a per-
plexity score of -8.796. Moreover, the average en-
tropy score per document was found to be 1.94
which might indicate that the documents cover mul-
tiple related topics without a strong focus on a sin-
gle one.

B. NELA Features

News Landscape (NELA) features (Horne and
Adali, 2017) are manually crafted content-based
textual attributes for news veracity detection. The
authors divided the features into six classes: style,
complexity, bias, affect, moral and event. We
applied NELA features to examine the discrepan-
cies of the features for fake and true claims in the
FCTR dataset and conducted Tukey’s pairwise test
(Tukey, 1949) to identify statistically significant dif-
ferences.

Table 15 presents features that exhibit statis-
tically significant distinctions for FCTR500 and
FCTR1000. We computed the NELA features for
only claim statements and the results indicate that
only a few features demonstrate significant diver-
gence for fake and true claims.

14https://zeyrek.readthedocs.io/en/
latest/

https://zeyrek.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://zeyrek.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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